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Flood Happens

 Our climate is changing

 Heavier storms, more often

 Our communities are changing

 Population growth/urbanization

 Increased development 

 1.7 million Canadian households at VERY HIGH RISK 

(IBC, 2016)

 Flood damage costs taxpayers and insurers 

 $12 billion from 2005 – 2014

 expected to be similar over the next 5 years (double 

previous decade!), with federal assistance near $3.4 billion 

(PBO, 2016)
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Disaster Assistance in Action

 Expensive

 2011-2014 floods: $6.1B liability

 40% increase since 1970s

 Inefficient

 10 yrs for 1998 ice storm

 400 staff hrs for Waterloo ice storm 2013

 Insufficient

 Calgary 2013: $30,000 for victims with losses $200,000+

 Covers basics only  

 Ineffective

 No pre-mitigation investment (restores to pre-hazard 

condition)

 Doesn’t deter from building in the same risky areas
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Why do we wait for a disaster to strike? 

 We can save an average of $4 for every $1 spent to 

protect us from disasters (Foresight, 2012)

 Why don’t we do anything? 

 We don’t understand our risk

 We don’t understand low-probability events (1:100 year??) 

or uncertain events (climate change??)

 Disasters are often seen as unavoidable – hazard may be 

unavoidable, but risk is manageable

 Budget/financial priorities – investing in something that 

protects against something that may never happen…

 Political visibility – protection isn’t nearly as valuable as 

coming to the rescue after the fact
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What is Partners for Action? 

Applied research network, with the mandate to:

 Facilitate collaboration and innovative, practical research

 Share results and best practices

 Inform Canadians

Our goal is to help communities and individuals:

 Understand their flood risk

 Flood and risk mapping, vulnerability assessment 

 Have access to tools

 Policies, plans, procedures

 Cost-benefit of action vs. inaction

 Lot-level personal actions

 Incentives and insurance

 Build resiliency
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Our Projects

 Communicate risk to influence behaviour towards  

resilience and shared responsibility: 

 Publicly-available accurate and relevant mapping and 

information to raise awareness towards personal choice 

and action. 

 Community disaster resilience programs and targeted 

mitigation to reduce risk at the local level.

 Information on the difference between disaster relief and 

insurance

 Outreach to vulnerable populations - don’t presume 

knowledge or interest – short attention spans.

 Work collaboratively across sectors to identify risk and 

measures to reduce risk.

 Connect practitioners towards a community of practice.
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FloodSmartCanada.ca 

 Neutral web portal – unbiased information 

 Bilingual website, multi-lingual infographics

 Targeted information for residents/tenants, communities, 

organizations, and business (Indigenous to come) 

 Flood risk

 Actions to reduce risk

 Flood insurance versus disaster assistance

 What to do before, during and after a flood

 Secure members section to connect practitioners

 What should this look like? 

 How do you WANT to be engaged? 
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FloodSmart Communities: 

Community-specific flood resilience

 Identify 3-4 Ontario pilot communities with high flood risk 

areas 

 Engage community leaders to identify vulnerabilities and 

strengths

 Develop visualization tools for flood hazard, economic 

risk/exposure, and social vulnerability

 Facilitate workshops to identify hazards and opportunities 

for planning and emergency preparedness/disaster risk 

reduction

 Develop action plan for short-, medium- and long-term 

physical mitigation and community resilience

 Create tools other communities can tailor to their own 

situations
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Hazard
(meteorological phenomenon)

Exposure
(people, property, systems present 

in hazard zone)

Vulnerability
(characteristics of people and assets that make 

them susceptible to damaging effects of hazard)

RISK MAP 

Adaptation Action Plan
(disaster preparedness,

reduce exposure and vulnerability)

Reduce Exposure
Infrastructure recommendations

Planning and policy recommendations
(consider economic costs of adaptation)

Reduce Vulnerability
Community resilience building

Warning and notification
Public education

(consider social costs of adaptation)

PHASE 1 – RISK AND VULNERABILITY 
ASSESSMENT

(municipal engagement) 

PHASE 2 – ADAPTATION OPTIONS 
(community engagement)

FloodSmartCommunities: 

Disaster Resilience to Reduce Vulnerability and 

Strengthen Communities
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Municipal Survey - Key Findings

 Flooding is a major source of socio-economic vulnerability, 

and a drain on community resources.

 Communities are at the front line of adaptation, but feel 

they are being “left to their own devices”.

 Communities are managing vulnerability, but efforts are 

fragmented, creating uncertainty about effectiveness.

 Federal and provincial policies and funding are 

underdeveloped and underutilized.

 Strong divide in impacts, capacity, and preparedness 

between urban and rural communities.
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Municipal survey – what do you need to 

prepare for flood? 

Funding

• Maps and 
models

• Assessments

• Infrastructure

• Staff Capacity

Technical 
Support

• Climate Change

• Best Practices

• Planning

• Cost-Benefit

Policy 

• Guidance

• Monitoring

• Enforcement

• Incentives

Political Will

• Flood Risk 
Awareness

• Personal 
Accountability
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Municipal Survey - Recommendations

1. National standards for flood risk management and 

mapping and significant expansion / improved access 

for NDMP funding.

2. Increased funding to Conservation Authorities for 

planning, management, and maintenance/operation 

of flood structures. 

3. Address leadership gap at federal and provincial level 

to prioritize community risk awareness and resilience. 

4. Increase awareness of personal risk, encourage 

behavioural change, and increase uptake of incentive 

programs.

5. Governments need to work with insurers to improve our 
understanding of risk and opportunities to reduce risk.
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National Survey on Public Perspectives 

on Flood Policy 

 Bilingual Online Survey – April-May 2016

 Major Themes:

 awareness of flood risk, degree of concern, flood experience

 responsibility to protect from flood and pay for damages –

governments, homeowners, relief organizations

 understanding of and willingness to pay for insurance and property 

projection strategies

Atlantic Canada = 500

Quebec = 450

Ontario = 450

Man/Sask = 300

Alberta = 300

British Columbia = 300
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 2300 respondents

 Sampled by region and postal codes 

designated by the Flood Damage 

Reduction Program as high risk. 
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Flood Awareness and Concern

 Flood experience – direct and social

 Awareness of flood risk designation

 Level of flood risk concern

 Perception of future flood risks

Lack of awareness and non-disclosure 
creates ‘inherited’ risk.

Canadian Council of Insurance Regulators has expressed 
concern in their 2016 Natural Catastrophes and Personal 
Property Insurance Issues Paper that ‘customers may not be 
aware of the risks posed by natural catastrophe events and 
the consequences of limited insurance coverage for some of 
those events.’
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Flood risk - awareness

Are you in a designated risk area*?
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17%
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Is your house vulnerable*?
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74%
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* All postal codes selected for the survey were identified by the Flood Damage 
Reduction Program as high risk (‘area subject to recurrent and severe flooding’)
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Flood risk - awareness
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Are you concerned about your risk? Will risk change in 25 years?

* All postal codes selected for the survey were identified by the Flood Damage 
Reduction Program as high risk (‘area subject to recurrent and severe flooding’)



55%

61%

52%

41%
46%
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37% 36%
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Homeowner Municipality Province Federal Insurance NGOs (Red

Cross)

Protect Pay

Who is responsible to protect/assist? 
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Flood Risk Policy Opinions

 Flood risk disclosure (right to know)

 Expectations for government flood 

assistance

 Withdrawal of government flood 
assistance

 Mandatory flood insurance requirements

 Subsidized flood insurance 

Asymmetrical flood risk 
information does not 

support risk-based decision-
making
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Flood Disclosure:
Over 90% support the right to know flood risk 

0.7% 0.7% 0.7%1.0% 0.7% 0.7%

7.0% 7.7% 8.2%
11.8% 11.1%

13.3%

79.5% 79.9%
77.1%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

If a house has been

damaged by flood, the seller

should be required to inform

potential buyers.

Sellers of properties in

designated flood risk areas

should be required to inform

potential buyers about the

risk.

I want to know if my home is

located in a designated flood

risk area

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neutral Somewhat agree Strongly agree
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78.1%

92.0%
87.7%
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100%

The federal and provincial

governments should provide

funding to smaller

communities to assess flood

risk and develop flood action

plans

Flood risk maps produced by

governments or insurance

companies should be publicly

available

Provinces should require

municipalities to use flood

plain maps that are 10 years

old or newer

Flood Risk Information:
Over 90% support the right to know flood risk
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Personal Protection Measures

83% believe homeowners are responsible for protection

 More than 50%

 grade away from house

 Less than 50%

 backwater valve, sump pump (but most don’t have 

backup power)

 moved/elevated electrical systems in basement

 moved personal or expensive items from basement

 rain barrel

 water-resistant building materials in basement

If you don’t know that you're at risk, or that you can get 
subsidies or an insurance discount, why would you act?
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Flood Insurance:
Support for mandatory insurance in high risk zones

7.5%

1.6%

11.1%11.9%

1.9%

24.0%24.4%

9.2%

27.3%
31.1%

20.0%

24.4%25.0%

67.3%

13.2%
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80%

Flood insurance should be

mandatory for all residential

and commercial properties in

Canada.

Flood insurance should be

mandatory for residential

properties in designated flood

risk areas.

Governments should not pay

for flood damages. Private

insurance should cover these

costs.

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neutral Somewhat agree Strongly agree

56%
38%

87%
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8.3%

2.6% 2.6%

15.9%

8.5%
7.0%

29.1%

23.3%
21.9%

32.5%
34.9% 35.3%

14.2%

30.7%
33.1%
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Governments should subsidize

flood insurance for lower

income households

Cost should reflect  value and

true risk of a property and not

be subsidized by governments

Cost should reflect  value and

true risk to a property owner

and not be subsidized by

insurance paid by

homeowners with low flood risk

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neutral Somewhat agree Strongly agree

Subsidized Flood Insurance:
Support for market-based ‘true risk’ cost

46%
65% 68%
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Flood Insurance and Disaster Financial 

Assistance Eligibility

May 2016

 “EMBC is closely monitoring the availability of overland flood 

insurance in BC and will continue to deliver DFA in accordance 

with existing legislation. If a flooding disaster occurs and DFA is 

authorized for a disaster event, an applicant who could 

reasonably and readily have purchased overland flood insurance 
would NOT be eligible for DFA.”  (original emphasis)

 “DFA may be denied if overland flood insurance was available on 

renewal (whether or not it was with the same insurance company 

they used last year) and they chose not to purchase it.”
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 Most misinformed about flood-related perils current 

insurance covers

 Few insurance agents have informed their clients about 

recent changes in flood insurance availability and the 

need to purchase where it is ‘reasonably available’

 Limited flood insurance buying intensions

 Willingness to pay mismatch

Knowledge of Flood Insurance and Intent to 

Buy
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Flood Insurance Knowledge:
Most don’t know what their policy covers 

32%

14%

58%

12%

28%

50.0% 48.8%
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47.8%
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backup

Coastal storm Ground water

Yes Not Sure No

82% 63% 60%

78%
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Flood Insurance Knowledge:
Has your insurance agent discussed home flood insurance? 
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6.4%
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Flood Damage Assistance:
Most expect the government to pay more

Combined assistance from municipal, provincial, federal

Typical Level of Assistance

The Disappointed (78%)
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Flood Insurance Intentions:
If government disaster assistance was no longer available, 
would you purchase flood insurance?

9.0%
12.0%

34.8% 35.4%

8.8%

0%
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40%

50%

60%

Absolutely

Would Not

Purchase

Likely Not

Purchase

Not Sure Likely Purchase Absolutely

Would

Purchase

Drops from 50% to 21% 
when government 

assistance is no longer 
available
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Flood Insurance Willingness to Pay:
At what price would you consider purchasing flood insurance 

that covered your house for 100% of damages? 

32.9%
34.4%

16.4%

9.4%

2.9% 2.4% 1.7%
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More than

$500 per

year
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Public Survey Conclusions

34

Canadians…

 remain largely unaware of flood risk, types of flood, and 

relationship between climate change and future flood risk

 hold a strong sense of personal responsibility in flood 

prevention, but  vastly underestimate their liability in recovery

 want to know their risk and make informed choices, support 

mandatory disclosure

 do not understand the role of insurance versus disaster 

assistance

 are supportive of risk-based, unsubsidized insurance costs 

 are not aware of, or taking advantage of, options to reduce or 

transfer flood risk

 are not informed of flood insurance or their need to purchase 

it for DFAA eligibility, and have very low purchase intensions 



Public Survey Conclusions

 Failure to effectively communicate risk negates the work being 

done by government and insurers – uptake of risk-based 

policy, insurance is low. 

 Uninformed consumers and property owners cannot protect 

themselves against future financial ruin or support flood risk 

management at the property and community level. 

 Public education on flood risk is needed to better inform 

decisions and raise consumer awareness about the nature of 

flood. We need:

1. Publicly available flood risk mapping and modelling information (from 

government/insurance industry) and mandatory risk disclosure.

2. A national information campaign on natural disaster risk awareness and 

insurance availability/requirements (targeted to specific cultural, 

geographic, and community needs).
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For more information

Shawna Peddle

Director, Partners for Action

Faculty of Environment, University of Waterloo

519-888-4567, ext. 38938 

shawna.peddle@uwaterloo.ca

@Partners4Action 

https://uwaterloo.ca/partners-for-action/

http://www.FloodSmartCanada.ca
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